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Satin Crystal
Textured Frost Series



Frost
Matte Frost Series

Green
Specialty Series

White Linen Crossweave
Textile Series

Explore what’s possible.

Creative minds find that any smooth glass surface 
is a canvas for memorable, practical decorative film 
treatments. They’re a versatile design element able 
to enhance a wide variety of building environments, 
from expansive and grand to intimate and private. 

Let the list of potential locations and creative solu-
tions here serve as thought-starters as you explore 
what LLumar iLLusions decorative films can do for 
your current and future projects. 

Retail environments – Highlight displays, checkout 
areas and front windows with decorative accents or 
custom-cut logo artwork

Business offices – Enhance open concept floorplans 
with unobtrusive separation of staff space and client 
meeting space 

Hotel properties – Define spaces within multi-use 
areas, such as an indoor pool, restaurant or cafe 
adjacent to a high-traffic lobby

Schools & universities – Improve focus on studies by 
muting distracting classroom views or partitioning 
lab study areas

Public buildings – Create grand first impressions in 
entries and subtle divisions of space within hallways, 
stairwells and lounges

Healthcare facilities – Add privacy, conceal clutter, 
and allow light to flow freely through entries, hallways 
and waiting areas

Whether you’re creating a mood or addressing a functional concern, it’s sometimes hard 
to know when inspiration will strike. When it does, LLumar iLLusions decorative films are 
here for you, with a broad palette of styles that includes frosts, patterns, textiles, gradients 
and specialties. They’ll bring your vision to life. 

Able to brilliantly enhance existing properties or new projects, LLumar iLLusions is 
everything you need it to be. Durable yet also removable, it can be a lasting feature or 
temporary update. For a wide range of design and project goals, you’ll find it hard to resist 
experimenting with LLumar iLLusions.

Increase Privacy

Make Design Changes Easily

Hide Unsightly Views

Mimic Specialty Glass

Diffuse Harsh Light

Elevate Interior Design

Inspiration comes in many forms.
LLumar® iLLusions™ brings your vision to life.

LLumar iLLusions is a design-driven line of films created to spark ideas,  
solve problems and fuel imagination. 

Add privacy, a design statement, or both.



Mist
Matte Frost Series

Frosted Glass
Textured Frost Series

Red
Specialty Series

Think differently about design.

Decorative film doesn’t just transform the look of windows, partitions and other smooth glass surfaces; it also changes the 
way you think about designing and utilizing space. 

Our decorative films capture a variety of moods and styles to assist you in bringing to life any design vision, from historic to 
futuristic. They’re attractive and functional, offering varying degrees of transparency and coverage to help you create and 
solve challenges – beautifully. 

When trends or client needs change, it’s easy remove and update with new LLumar iLLusions treatments, too. Dream, 
experiment, and enjoy the client compliments.

Trust LLumar® window film for your next project.

Wherever there is glass, there is an opportunity for LLumar to enhance aesthetics, energy 
efficiency, comfort, safety, and security. LLumar window films protect and improve homes, 
businesses and vehicles around the world.  

We work directly with architects, designers and customers to ensure our products answer 
market demands. We design LLumar films for lasting, top quality performance and confidently 
stand behind every product with a manufacturer’s limited warranty.* 

Eastman Performance Films, LLC is a leading manufacturer and marketer of high performance 
films for automotive, residential and commercial applications. Eastman is one of the largest, 
most integrated film production companies in the world and has over 60 years of experience. 



COLOR FROST SERIES

Transform ordinary glass into a dramatic statement.

Our Color Frost Series enlivens the timeless look of matte frosts with enriching color. This versatile selection offers 
translucent and sandblasted effects in a range of neutrals that includes both warm and cool tones.  

Each style creates ambience and privacy at a fraction of the cost of custom glass. Browse and imagine clear glass 
partitions, stairways, and even furniture as eye-catching design elements.

Etched Frost (NRMV60F PS3)

Bronze (NRMB PS2)

Silver Sparkle

Frost (NRM PS2)

Dusted Crystal PolyDusted Crystal (NRMV80DC PS3) Dusted FrostDusk

Matte Snow Mist (NRM80 PS2)

Silver (RMS PS2) Glacier (NRM55 PS4)

Graphite

MATTE FROST SERIES

Create privacy without sacrificing natural light.

With a premium look and a variety of classic frost variations, our Matte Frost Series gives you plenty  
of freedom to fine-tune both light transmission and privacy levels.  

This series is a solution for architectural styles from formal to casual and modern to historic, and 
its understated versatility is an invitation to experiment. Imagine creating one-of-a-kind artwork by 
combining matte frosts with custom cut logos, dramatically colored specialty films and more.

Dot Matrix  
Gradient  

Gradient Series



TEXTURED FROST SERIES

Add delicate texture for a stylish, refined look. 

Our Textured Frost Series offers the versatility of a matte frost film, elevated with subtle texture to mimic specialty glass. Choose 
any style from this series to enhance clear glass with sophistication and privacy, while maintaining a light and open feel.  

An abundance of light flows through every style offered in this elegant collection, including several satin crystal effects and  
a shimmering, simulated sparkle.  

Frosted SparkleBrushed Crystal (NRMV BC) Frosted Glass

Sandblast Satin Crystal (NRMV SC) Satin Crystal Clear

Frosted Glass  
Textured Frost 

 Series

Ice Crystals

Frosted Leaves

Pebbled Ice Subtle Waves

Freezing RainCrackled Glass (NRMV CG)

NATURE SERIES

Bring outdoor elements to interior spaces for privacy and serenity.

Link natural outside elements to interior landscapes with our embossed Nature Series decorative 
films inspired by water, foliage and sand. Explore and bring in the essence of the outdoors to convert 
uninteresting spaces into peaceful places.  

Nature-themed films let you create privacy, maintain natural light, and bring tranquility and uplifting 
energy to interiors.

Subtle Waves  
Nature Series



PATTERN SERIES

Invigorate interiors with privacy-enhancing geometric designs. 

Draw attention and help disguise views with the striking geometry of our Pattern Series. This broad-ranging selection of 
transparent film styles features graphic lines and squares.  

Every style is a practical, aesthetically pleasing way to energize ordinary glass. For clear definition and distinction of space, 
choose your desired privacy level from this diverse collection.

Metro

Frosted Tiles

Bands (NRM FB)

Squares (NRM FSQ)

White BlindsMini Blinds

Grey Pinstripes

Barcode

Thin Lines (NRM FTL)

Pinstripes

Medium Etched Stripes

Fluted Glass Privacy Stripes Small Etched Stripes Stripes (NRM FS)

Variated Stripes

Mini Blinds  
Pattern Series

Complement architecture and interiors

LLumar iLLusions sets creativity free. With an extensive palette of on-trend 
and classic choices, it’s a simple, budget-friendly way to add unique depth 
and personality. Design stunning, functional environments for public or 
private use without sacrificing practical considerations. 



SPECIALTY SERIES

Mask or diffuse light with this expressive palette.

Add artistic flair with our Specialty Series, which offers films in opaque white and black, as well as translucent blue,  
green, red and yellow. For color stability, we recommend using colors for interior applications. Aside from that, set your 
imagination free. 

Transform any glass surface into a stunning statement: partitions, windows and sliding glass doors are just the beginning. 
Try colors alone to create distinctive moods, layer multiple films for interesting effects, or combine with custom cutting for 
one-of-a-kind effects.

Black (NRMM PS2)

Red

White (NRMW PS3)

100% Whiteout

Blue

Temporary Black Out

White Light Diffuser

Green

Temporary White Out

Yellow

“Views and natural light enhance the quality of a workplace. However, 
they often conflict with program requirements for privacy. LLumar® 
iLLusions™ films enable designers to provide visual control where required 
and maximize access to daylight and views. The range of patterns and 
gradients available provide a broad range of aesthetic opportunities.”

-Bryan Sechrist
  Architect | Christner, Inc.

Diagonal Crosshatch

Acid Etch Crossweave

Loose Weave Linen

Cotton Crossweave

Matte Linen Crossweave

Cotton Fiber

TEXTILE SERIES

Enhance privacy with a textural, fiber-inspired aesthetic.

As stylish as printed glass but much more budget-friendly, our Textile Series of decorative films upgrades clear  
glass with visual interest.  

This flexible film series of fabric-inspired patterns adds softness to sterile areas, echoes upholstered furnishings, and 
attractively disguises undesirable views. Choose the level of privacy and light transmission you desire, from styles that 
capture the depth and texture of cloth.

White Linen Crossweave

Color and a unique design  
brighten a glass-enclosed  
footbridge at the Galerias  

Monterrey mall. The extensive  
product line of LLumar®  

iLLusions™ gave mall managers 
endless design options with  
the color stability to endure  

the harsh sunlight of  
northern Mexico.

Galerias  
Monterrey  
Footbridge  

Monterrey, Mexico



Mini Dot Matrix Gradient

GRADIENT SERIES

Unique designs add beauty and privacy to interior spaces.

Design with intention by strategically applying our modern Gradient Series. The gradual shifts cleverly maintain openness 
and natural light while partially blocking views to hide unattractive areas or elevate privacy.  

Choose from a variety of linear or dotted looks, and extend your design on soaring glass panes by combining with a 
coordinating film from our Matte Frost Series.

Dot Matrix GradientBanded Fog Gradient

Mirrored Mini Dot Matrix Gradient

Static Gradient

Transform commercial buildings for tenants

LLumar iLLusions makes changes easy and cost-effective, whether you’re 
branding an old space for a new tenant or making updates for a loyal tenant 
with evolving needs. Pair any film style with the LLumar PrecisionCut® system 
to create logos, unique patterns or one-of-a-kind artwork.  

Design resources

Spark inspiration with our  
online deco film viewer:
LLumarViewer.com

Contact us at 1.800.851.7781  
for more information or visit  
LLumar.com to find a  
dealer near you.

Get inspired  
with LLumar® iLLusions™ 

gradient films!

View  
Specs at  

LLumar.com


